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A three-dimensional model for a Gaede pump, based on the Navier–Stokes equations with no-slip
boundary conditions, was introduced by the authors in a previous work. A commercial
computational fluid dynamics code was used to obtain the solution in an outlet pressure range
corresponding to the viscous laminar regime and incipient transition to molecular flow and the
validation against the experimental data showed a good level of accuracy in terms of compression
ratio. However, the mechanical power dissipation predicted by the no-slip model shows a trend
diverging from the measured data for decreasing pressure, in the transitional flow regime. As most
of the mechanical power is dissipated into heat by viscosity, slip-flow boundary conditions are
introduced here in order to model the transitional effects on the wall shear stress and improve the
accuracy of the Navier–Stokes description at low pressure. The calculation is carried out up to
Knudsen numbers Kn<1, showing a very good agreement of the Navier–Stokes model, even close
to molecular flow conditions, and leaving a residual error acceptable for design purposes. The model
is used to analyze the flow fields in the Gaede pump and explain its behavior. The slip model needs
just one adjusting parameter, i.e., the momentum accommodation coefficient, but exhibits a small
sensitivity to its variations. Hence it can predict the compression ratio and power dissipation of
Gaede pumps of any size in their whole operating pressure range, from the laminar viscous regime
down to the transition to the molecular flow regime.© 2005 American Vacuum
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is the prosecution of a previous work by
authors, dealing with the simulation of the compression
of a Gaede pump with a Navier–StokessNSd model, in vis-
cous and incipient transitional flow regimes.1 Now the analy
sis is extended to lower pressures and the dissipation o
chanical power is considered. The model is enriched with
introduction of slip-flow boundary conditions.

In a drag pump, most of the mechanical power require
keep the rotor spinning at the given operational spee
dissipated into heat owing to the friction between the r
and the gas, due to the gas viscosity. The power to com
the gas is indeed negligible, because of the small pre
differences se.g., 1–10 mbard and mass flow ratesse.g.,
10−6–10−5 kg/sd involved in the typical applications of the
devices. Friction dissipated powersWfd and the resulting vis
cous heat generation have a direct impact on the rotor
perature, which is a critical design parameter. Hence,
the design point of view, the capability of a model to pre
the dissipated mechanical power is as important as the
bility to predict the compression performances.

The NS model introduced in our previous paper
solved using no-slip boundary conditions at the walls, c
monly applied in high-pressure viscous flows. The comp
son with the data showed a good level of agreement in
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compression ratiosratio of outlet to inlet pressure, at ze
throughput:K=pout/pind, even when the model was used i
pressure range where the continuous hypothesis wa
longer completely acceptable.

One question is whether or when the NS model ca
efficiently applied to get useful and reliable results
vacuum pumps applications. The general answer is
course, that it depends on the Knudsen number Kn=l /d, i.e.,
ratio of the mean free pathl to a characteristic length sca
d of the flow. For a given pump, i.e., givend, Kn depends o
the pressurep, becausel depends onp. According to the
Chapman–Enskog theory,2 the NS equations can be deriv
from the Boltzmann equation via a truncated perturba
solution, valid for Kn!1. Textbooks on rarefied g
dynamics,3 state that the no-slip NS model can be applied
flows characterized by Knø10−2. With suitable modifica
tions of the boundary conditionssslip-flow boundary cond
tionsd the NS model can be further extended up to
ø10−1.4

In the present work we will show that the agreemen
the no-slip NS model in terms ofWf is not good for Kn
.5·10−2 and that slip-flow boundary conditions at the w
are necessary to reproduce correctlyWf. We will also try to
understand the reasons of the different behavior ofK andWf,
as regards the effect of slip-flow boundary conditions at
pressure.

The problem of modeling power dissipation in a Ga
5
pump was already faced by Cerrutiet al., using the one-

33623 „2…/336/11/$19.00 ©2005 American Vacuum Society
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dimensional pumping leak theory from Helmer and Levi,6 to
calculate the pressure distribution, together with a tra
tional one-dimensional model for the shear stress a
walls. They showed that it is necessary to take into acc
the transition effects in the shear stress at the wall, in ord
reproduceWf. By introducing an effective viscosity, decre
ing with increasing Knudsen number, they were able to
produce the behavior ofWf in transition regime.Their mode
however, failed at high pressure, in the developed vis
regime.

This work is organized as follows: in Sec. II the Ga
pump test is described, with particular emphasis on the
surement of the mechanical power. Section III shows
poor agreement of the no-slip NS model in terms ofWf, and
introduces the slip-flow boundary conditions. The slip-fl
NS model is described in Sec. IV. Section V shows the c
parison of the slip-flow NS model results with the measu
data and reports a discussion relevant for the design pur
Finally, in Sec. VI, some conclusions and future work p
spectives are summarized.

II. GAEDE PUMP TEST

An experimental Gaede pump was tested with nitro
gas, to measureK andWf. Its geometry is shown in Figs.
and 2, and the geometric dimensions and working param
are listed in Table I. The rotor and the stator channels
machined by high precision turning and milling, from
aluminum alloy. Their surfaces are not atomically clean,
can be considered gas-contaminated surfacessthis feature
will be relevant to model the gas surface interactiond. A de-
tailed description of the pump, of the measurement s
and of the procedure to measureK can be found elsewhere1

and will not be repeated here. We describe in some deta
procedure to obtainWf from the mechanical powerWmech,
measured through a free deceleration test. The pump
first run up to the full speed for a given outlet pressurepout

srotational speedv0=2pf >4461 rad/s, weakly depende
on poutd. Then the motor was switched off and the rotatio
speedv logged at time stepsti during the free deceleratio
transient at constant pressure. In Fig. 3 you can see th
celeration datavi =vstid, for the casepout=5 mbar.

Knowing the polar moment of inertia of the rotorIp, the
torque isT= Ipudv /dtu and the mechanical power is given
Wmech=Tv. We were interested to calculate the power at
full speed v0:Wmech= Ipv0udv /dtu0. A three-dimensiona
CAD model of the rotor was used to calculate the polar
ment of inertia of the rotor,Ip=9.18·10−4 Kg m2. During the
deceleration the rotational speed of the pump decrease
so the inlet pressure increases even ifpout is kept constan
owing to the fact that the compression is reducing. Neve
less we were interested to measure the mechanical pow
the full rotational speed, so only the first 5% of the decel
tion transientvstid was used to calculateudv /dtu0, from the
nominal speed to 95% of the nominal speed. In that s
velocity range the pressure along the whole transient ca
considered constant. The first 5% of the deceleration

sient is approximately linearssee Fig. 3d, and udv /dtu0 was
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calculated taking the slope of a linear least squares int
lation of the deceleration data:udv /dtu0=18.248 rad s−2 in
the example of Fig. 3, referring to the casepout=5 mbar.

The mechanical powerWmech, measured as describ
above, includes the friction powerWf from the gas in th
Gaede channel, in the sealing regions and in the motor c
ber, and the powerWb dissipated by the bearings. The fr

FIG. 1. Gaede pump 3D geometry. Sections 1,2,3 represent three cro
tions passing for the rotation axissz axisd and cutting the channel close
the outlet, the stripper and the channel close to the inlet, respectivel
sections 1 and 2 are detailed in Fig. 2. Section 3 has the same dimens
section 1.
FIG. 2. Gaede pump cross sections.
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tion power dissipated in the motor chamber is negligible
respect to the power dissipated in the Gaede channe
sealing regions, because the motor radius is much sm
than the pump disc radius, so that both the surface are
the peripheral speed are much smaller.Wb does not depen
on the pressure, and is measured when all the gas has
removed from the pump. It was measured through the d
eration test at a very low pressureswith outlet pressurepout

,10−3 mbard: Its value is about 10 W. It is a small correcti
at high pressure, but can be important at low pressure, h
it was subtracted from the total mechanical power meas
at higher pressures in order to reproduce theWf vs pout char-
acteristics:Wfspoutd=Wmechspoutd−Wb.

The precision of the indirect measurement of the
chanical power described above is estimated in65%.

The described experiment was carried out in a wide p
sure range, 0.1 mbar,pout,25 mbar. If we consider the r
tio of the maximum outlet pressuresi.e., 25 mbard to the
minimum inlet pressuresi.e., 2.5·10−2 mbard, the whole
pressure range present in the pump covers about thre
cades, in which the flow regime changes as well. The

TABLE I. Main geometrical dimensions and parameters of the tested G
stage.Rdisc and Rin are the rotor radius and channel inner radius, res
tively; h ande are the channel heightsit is the same axial and radiald and the
sealing gap height, respectively;Duch, Dust, Duin, andDuout are the angula
extensions of the channel, stripper, inlet, and outlet apertures, respectf
is the rotation frequency of the rotor.

Rdisc

smmd
Rin

smmd
h

smmd
e

smmd
Duch

sdegd
Dust

sdegd
Duin

sdegd
Duout

sdegd
f

sHzd

80 55.8 3.0 0.3 285 30 25 20 71

FIG. 3. Angular velocity data from the deceleration transient atpout

=5 mbar: Extended transientsdottedd and least-squares linear interpolat

of the first 5% of the transientssolidd.
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regime can be defined introducing some nondimensiona
rameters: Knudsen number, Kn, Reynolds number, Re
Mach number, M.

Kn was arbitrarily defined as the ratio of the nitrog
mean free path at the inlet pressureswhere it assumes th
maximum value in the pumpd, and the heighth of the chan
nel: Kn=lspind /h, wherelspind=mvm/pin, m is the viscosity

and vm=Î2kBT/m is the most probable velocity of the g
molecules, with massm and temperatureT; kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. This choice was motivated by the fact
the channel is the part of the domain that mostly contrib
to the performances of the pump. Other choices are pos
for the characteristic dimension, in particular we could b
Kn on the gape. We must be aware of the fact that, fo
given pressure distribution, Kn calculated in the gap ca
up to 10 times higher than Kn in the channel.

Re can be based on the density corresponding to the
pressure through the ideal gas law,rout=mpout/kBT, the
disc’s maximum speedV=2pfRdisc and the height of th
channel: Reh=routVh/m. This definition is arbitrary, but wa
chosen as being representative of the inertial-to-visc
forces ratio in the channel. Other definitions are poss
specifically one used for Couette flow in shrouded ro
stator systemssflow between a smooth rotor and a casind,
where Ref=routvRdisc

2 /m is generally used.7,8

The Mach number was defined as the ratio of the d
maximum speedV=2pfRdisc, to the nitrogen speed of sou
at 300 K temperature.

In the considered pressure range, 0.1 mbar,pout

,25 mbar, we have 1.Kn.10−3, 7,Reh,1800, 1.7·102

,Ref,4.4·104 and M>1 sowing to the constant speed
the rotord.

Reh was defined thinking to the Gaede pump as a p
channel. The comparison with the standard Poiseuille flo
a pipe suggests that we are in a viscous laminar re
sReh,2000d, but the Gaede pump fluid dynamics is m
complicated, because of the presence of Couette drag
superimposed to Poiseuille flow, the sharp bend of
streamlines approaching the stripper and the circular g
etry.

Daily and Nece,7 studied the Couette flow in shroud
rotor-stator systems, identifying two laminar regimes,
Ref,105 and two turbulent regimes above. The two lam
regimes are characterized the first by merged boundary
dominated by diffusion effectssRef,103d, the second b
separated boundary layers, dominated by convection
centrifugal forcess5·103,Ref,105d. The two turbulent re
gimes are also characterized by merged and separate b
ary layers. These works seem to confirm that we are in
cous laminar regime.

Since, to the best of our knowledge, there are no ex
mental data available in the literature on the laminar stab
of our specific experimental situation, in this work we w
use a viscous laminar NS model.

The Mach number close to 1 suggests that compress

e

effects have to be included in the model.
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III. NO-SLIP MODEL RESULTS AND NEED FOR
SLIP-FLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In a previous paper we described a no-slip NS mode
the Gaede pump, and compared the results with the ex
mental data in terms of zero throughput pumping pe
mancessK or pressure differenceDpd.1

The agreement was pretty good, up to Kn<10−1. Even if
we were using a model inconsistent with the expected
regime, we found an acceptably good agreement of the
slip model with the data in terms ofK, in the considere
pressure range.

Here we compare the no-slip model results with the
in terms ofWf ssee Fig. 4d: The agreement is good at hi
pressure, where the viscous flow hypotheses is fulfilled
is getting worse at lower pressures, whenKnù5·10−1.

In order to extend the accuracy of the NS model, eve
terms of Wf, up to Knø1, the introduction of differen
boundary conditions at the wall is now considered.

General formulation of the slip-flow boundary
conditions

The slip-flow boundary conditions are a mean to take
account the rarefaction effects in the framework of the
formulation of gas dynamics, in the case of not extrem
rarefiedsi.e., not too large Knd conditions. They include vis
cous and thermal slipsfor tangential momentum equatiod
and thermal jumpsfor energy equationd boundary conditions

The interaction of the molecules with a wall happens
layer adjacent to the wall, about one mean free path t
called the Knudsen layer. In this layer the gas molec
collide both among themselves and with the wall, trans
ring momentum and energy at each collision.

The velocity slip and thermal jump boundary conditi
are used to model what happens in this layer, stating

FIG. 4. No-slip model friction power compared with the experimental d
for varying outlet pressure.
there is a difference between the macroscopic tangentia
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component of the gas velocityut,gasclose to the wall and th
wall velocity ut,wall svelocity slipd, as well as between the g
temperatureTgas close to the wall and the wall temperat
Twall stemperature jumpd. These differences are related to
normals] /]nd and tangentials] /]td gradients of the bulk ga
velocity and temperature. The general form of the slip-
boundary conditions reads:9

ut,gas− ut,wall = sPl
]ut,gas

]n
+ sT

m

r

] lnsTgasd
]t

, s1ad

Tgas− Twall = §Tl
]Tgas

]n
, s1bd

wherel=mvm/p, m is the gas viscosity,p is the local pres
sure,T is the local temperature,r=pm/kBT is the density an
vm=Î2kBT/m is the most probable velocity of the gas m
ecules, with massm skB is the Boltzmann constantd. The
coefficientssP, sT, §T are called viscous slip, thermal slipsor
thermal creepd and thermal jump coefficients, respectiv
and are dimensionless quantitiesOs1d.

The slip-flow boundary conditions model a resistanc
the momentum and energy flux from the continuous gas
to the surface, localized in the Knudsen layer. This resist
is proportional to the mean free path, and becomes negl
when the mean free path is much smaller than the char
istic length scale of the flow, i.e., Kn!1. In fact the slip
conditions reduce to the no-slip ones for negligible Kn.
NS equations with slip-flow boundary conditions can be
orously derived form the Boltzmann equations, and they
be applied up to Knudsen numbers Kn,0.1.4 For even
higher Knudsen numbers local thermal equilibrium is
longer present, because the mean free path becomes c
rable with the dimensions of the system, and the NS e
tions are no longer consistent with the physics of the p
lem. The parameterssP, sT, and §T in Eq. s1d are
macroscopic coefficients which take into account the in
action of the gas molecules with the solid surface, and
pend, in general, on the particular gas–solid couple. The
be expressed in terms of microscopic quantities called
commodation coefficients. An accommodation coeffic
«swd can be defined for any molecular propertywsvd slike
momentum or energyd and represents an integral characte
tics of the molecular distribution functionfsvd at the wall12

«swd =

E
vn,0

wsvduvnufsvddv −E
vn.0

wsvduvnufsvddv

E
vn,0

wsvduvnufsvddv −E
vn.0

wsvduvnufw
MBsvddv

,

s2d

wherevn is the normal component of the velocity, andfw
MB is

the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution function with the s
face temperature and the number density providing the
lecular flux of the reflected particles equal to the incid
one. For instance, ifwsvd=mvt svt is the tangential comp

lnent of molecular velocityd we get the accommodation coef-
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ficient for tangential momentumat=«smvtd. If wsvd
=mvn

2/2 we get the accommodation coefficient for kine
energy associated with the normal motionan=«smvn

2/2d.
The quantityf1−«swdg represents the part of the informat
about a specific propertywsvd that an average incident mo
ecule keeps after a collision with the wall.

Accommodation coefficients refer to the interaction of
gas molecules with the surface and hence do not depe
the flow regime. As a consequence they can be measu
molecular flow conditions, where analytical expressions e
relating accommodation coefficients to some macrosc
measurable quantitiesse.g., pressure drop through capill
ies, or heat exchange from a heated wired.

The mathematical relation between slip and jump co
cients and accommodation coefficients is based on the
tion of the Boltzmann equation in the Knudsen layer, ass
ing a particular model for collision integral and for the g
surface interaction at the wall.

One of the first theoretical estimations of the slip
jump coefficients was done by Maxwell in 1879,10 in terms
of a single accommodation coefficienta, whose significanc
is that a fractions1−ad of the molecules undergoes a spe
lar reflection, while the remaininga is diffused with the
Maxwellian distribution of the wall:

sP =
Îp

2

2 − a

a
= 0.886

2 − a

a
; sT = 0.75; s3d

§T =
15Îp

16
= 1.662.

A more recent result is from Sharipov,9 who solved a Boltz
mann model equation in the Knudsen layer, using
Cercignani–Lampis scattering kernel at the wall.11 This ker-
nel models the gas–surface interaction introducing two
commodation coefficients, one for the tangential momen
at, and one for the part of the kinetic energy associated
the normal motionan. Sharipov presented a table of num
cal results and also the following interpolation formu
valid for the casean=1 sperfect accommodation of kine
energy, typical of the interaction of heavy gases, like n
gen, with commercial metal surfaces, like aluminumd:

sP = 1.018
2 − at

at
− 0.264

1 − at

at
; sT = 1.175;§T = 1.954.

s4d

In the following section we will describe the particular f
mulation of slip and jump boundary conditions and coe
cients used in this work.

Looking for experimental results about the values of
accommodation coefficients as reported in the availabl
erature, we found that the momentum accommodation
ficient does not depend much on the surface material a
as the surface is rough, or it is smooth but contaminated
not atomically clean12 sbecause in this last case a conta
nating atmospheric gas layer is adsorbed by the surfaced. As

already stated, here we are interested in the interaction o
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nitrogen gas with contaminated aluminum surfaces. We
not find the data for such an exact situation, but we fo
some dispersed data for momentum accommodation c
cients in the ranges0.8, 1d in similar situationssnitrogen ga
interacting with contaminated surfaces of different ma
alsd. As far as the energy accommodation coefficient is
cerned, we found that it differs significantly from unity o
for light gases, and we found data in the ranges0.8, 0.9d for
nitrogen on glass, copper, and platinum surfaces.13

Hence, in this work, we will take, as a reference, the v
at=an=0.91, reasonably acceptable for the nitrog
aluminum couple, and we will carry out a parametric an
sis to verify the sensitivity ofK andWf to the value of bot
accommodation coefficients in the ranges0.8, 1d.

IV. THE SLIP-FLOW MODEL: EQUATIONS AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

According to the discussion about the value of Kn,
and Ma introduced in Sec. II, the slip-flow model is base
the compressible NS equation, for a laminar flow. The en
equation and the viscous heating are included. The idea
law is used as equation of state:p=rR*T, whereR* =R/M,
R=8.3145 J K−1 mol−1, M =28.0134 kg/kmol. Even if th
gas temperature variations are not large compared to th
solute average temperaturesabout 10%d, we enabled the ga
transport properties to vary with temperature, because
improved the model’s accuracy without increasing its c
putational cost. We used Sutherland’s law for viscosity a
polynomial law for thermal conductivityssee Table IId.

As far as the slip-flow boundary conditions are concer
we simplified their general formulationfEq. s1dg, observing
that the thermal creep term is negligible in our partic
problem. In fact

sT
m

r

d lnsTd
dt

sP
mvm

p

dut

dn

<
sT

sP

DTgas

Tgas

h

Lch

vm

Vrotor
< 1 · 10−1 · 10−2 · 1

< 10−3, s5d

because the temperature variations are about 10% of th
erage absolute temperature, and the length of the channLch

is about 100 times greater than its heighth.
Since the solution of the problem was carried out with

14

TABLE II. Nitrogen gas properties temperature dependence: viscosity fo
Sutherland’s law,m=m0sT/T0d3/2sT0+Sd / sT+Sd; thermal conductivity fol
lows a polynomial law,ksTd=A1+A2T+A3T

2.

M 28.0134 kg/kmol

m0 T0 S

m 1.663 10−5 Pa s 273.11 K 106.67 K
A1 A2 A3

k 4.737 10−3 W/m/K 7.272 10−5 W/m/K2 −1.122 10−8 W/m/K3
fcommercial CFD solverFLUENT, we decided to use its
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built-in formulation for viscous slip and thermal jump eq
tions and coefficients:

ut,gas− ut,wall = sPl
]ut,gas

]n
, s6ad

Tgas− Twall = §Tl
]Tgas

]n
, s6bd

with

sP =
2 − at

at
; §T = 2

2 − an

an
s7d

which are quite similar to Sharipov’s formulationfEq. s4dg
when, as occurs in our problem, the accommodation co
cients are close to 1. Also the expression used forl in Eq. s6d
is different from the one used in Eq.s1d sbased on viscosityd.
It is based on the Lennard-Jones characteristic lengt
nitrogen d=3.621 Å : l=kBT/Î2pd2p, whereT and p are
the gas local temperature and pressure,kB is the Boltzmann
constant.

Two types of boundaries are present in the numerica
mulation of the problem: walls and outflowsthere are n
inlet boundaries because we are interested to simulate a
pression test, with zero mass flow rated. On the walls viscou
slip sfor the momentum equationd and thermal jumpsfor the
energy equationd boundary conditions were used. The m
sured velocity and temperature of rotor and stator walls
applied as boundary conditions. On the outflow boundar
static pressure is prescribed, while vanishing normal gra
is set for all the other scalars. From the same simulatio
could calculate, in a post-processing phase, bothK andWf.

V. SLIP-FLOW MODEL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The model was solved using the commercial Finite
ume CFD solver Fluent.14 The computational domain i
cluded a portion of the inlet chambersattached to inlet ape
tured and outlet chambersattached to outlet apertured, in
order to allow the self-consistent calculation of the ra
leaks from and to those chambers. The computational
used to obtain the results presented in this paper was ma
about 300 000 hexahedral cells and a detail is shown in
5. It is a nonuniform, block structured, boundary fitted g
well aligned with the cylindricalsr ,q ,zd coordinates an
also with the main flow directions in the channelsthe highe
gas velocity component isuqd, and refined close to the wal
The solution was carried out using first-order and sec
order upwind discretization schemes. The first-order
chosen after verifying that the differences onK andWf with
respect to the second-order scheme were less than 1%
segregated solversSIMPLE algorithmd was used to lineariz
the system of NS equations. The numerical accuracy o
results was checked monitoring the convergence of sel
macroscopic quantitiessK and Wfd during the solver itera

tions and repeating the calculation on a second systemat
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cally refined grid, with about 800 000 cells. The estima
numerical error for bothK andWf wasø2%.

We failed attempting to reach a stationary laminar s
tions for pout.10 mbar, where some oscillations were
tected. The oscillations were detected on bothK andWf, but
their amplitude was very smallsless than 2%d. The nature o
these oscillations was not numerical, because they per
even on the finer grid. We accepted those solutions takin
average value of the oscillating inlet pressure and power
comparison with the data will show that we are not com
ting a big error. The issue of laminar stability of the flow
high pressures will be discussed later.

A. Results of the reference case

We chose the casepout=1 mbar, corresponding to K
<10−1, as a reference case for the slip-flow model.
solved it with the following choice of the accommodat
coefficients, for nitrogen gas and aluminum walls:at=an

=0.91. Some pictures of the flow fields for this case
reported in Figs. 6 and 7.

In Fig. 6 the contours of constant pressure are draw
the surface of the rotor disc. The compression occurs a
entirely in the last quarter of the channel, close to the ou
while the first three-quarters of the channel keep a uni
pressure. This result is in qualitative agreement with the
dictions of the one-dimensional model from Helmer
Levi.6 It is a characteristic behavior of the Gaede pu
when pout!Dp0, where Dp0=6mVLch/h2, is the maximum
pressure difference that the pump with disc velocityV, chan-
nel lengthLch and channel heighth, can give according to th
one-dimensional model. The compression effect occurrin
the stripperspmax=1.66 mbar.poutd confirms the results ob

1

FIG. 5. Detail of the surface computational mesh close to the inlet ape
i-tained with a previous no-slip model.
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In Fig. 7 the axial profiles of the tangential compon
uuszd of the gas velocity are drawn atr =Rdisc, for two angu-
lar positions, one close to the outletssection 1d, and the othe
close to the intletssection 3d. It is interesting to note that th
tangential velocity close to the outlet exhibits negative
ues close to the stator wallssPoiseuille backflowd, while the
profile is close to linear at the inletsCouetted. This back-flow
is due to the tangential pressure gradient and it is goin
disappear at the inlet, where the pressure is uniform.
three-dimensional model confirms the typical Coue

FIG. 6. Results of the reference case,pout=1 mbar,at=an=0.91. Contour
of constant absolute pressure on the rotor disc surfacesmbard. The distanc
between adjacent contours is 0.11 mbar. The distance between labele
tours is 0.22 mbar.

FIG. 7. Results of the reference case,pout=1 mbar,at=an=0.91. Profiles o
the tangential velocity component,uqsr =Rdisc,z,u=constd, on section 1

soutletd and section 3sinletd.
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Poiseuille velocity profile, shown by the one-dimensio
models.6 It is worthwhile to note the effect of the bounda
conditions, which allows the gas to slip along the wallsse.g.,
the gas velocity close to the rotor is about 300 m/s, while
rotor surface is moving at about 355 m/sd.

The numerical macroscopic results, forK andWf, are re
ported in Table III for the reference case. A sensitivity an
sis was also performed, motivated by our uncertainty on
slip-flow coefficients, to check the effects of the accom
dation coefficients on those results. The details on the s
tivity analysis are reported in Appendix A. The conclusion
that analysis is that the effects of variation ofan on bothK
andWf are negligible. The effect ofat is remarkable onWf

only: Dat /at<−10% with respect to the reference value p
ducesDWf /Wf0<−8%; Dat /at< +10% with respect to th
reference value producesDWf /Wf0< +6%.

B. Experimental validation

The model was used to calculateK and Wf for different
outlet pressures, from 10−1 to 25 mbar. The comparison
the model results with the experimental data is reporte
Fig. 8sad for K and Fig. 8sbd for Wf. Both slip-flow and
no-slip model results are reported for comparison. Slip-
results are reported for three values of the tangential mo
tum accommodation coefficients: 0.8, 0.91, and 1. The o
pressure range in which we extended the calculation c
about three decades of pressure and Kn, if we conside
maximum outlet pressures25 mbard and the minimum inle
pressuresabout 2.5·10−2 mbard. In this pressure range t
flow regime changes from viscous to molecular.

The agreement ofK is good in the whole pressure ran
The differences between no-slip and slip-flow model
small, but the slip-flow model results are closer to the ex
mental data. There is no significant effect of the accom
dation coefficient at any pressure, as already stated fo
reference case. The residual disagreement between slip
models and the data at low pressurespout,1 mbar,Kn
.10−1d is about 10%.

The agreement between the slip-flow model and the
suredWf is very good in the whole pressure range. The
flow model reproduces very well the trend of theWf vs outlet
pressure curve. The differences between no-slip and
model are remarkable below 5 mbarsKn.5·10−2d. There is

n-

TABLE III. Sensitivity of K and Wf at pout=1 mbar, to the accommodati
coefficients.DK /K0 andDWf /Wf0 are thespercentaged differences, relativ
to the reference case, obtained withat=an=0.91: K0=6.188, Wf0

=35.86 W.

an at sP zT K
DK /K0

s%d
Wf

sWd
DWf /Wf0

s%d

0.91 0.8 1.5 2.395 6.153 20.56 32.89 28.2
0.91 1.0 1.0 2.395 6.211 0.37 38.04 6.1
0.8 0.91 1.198 3.0 6.192 0.06 35.91 0.1
1.0 0.91 1.198 2.0 6.184 20.06 35.83 20.08
some significant effect of the tangential accommodation co-
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efficient at lower pressures, as already stated for the 1
case. The residual error between the reference slip m
sat=an=0.91d and the data, in the whole pressure rang
about 3% or less.

C. Discussion

At high pressure spout.10 mbar,Kn,0.01d the slip
model results match the no-slip resultsssee Fig. 8d, both in
terms ofK and of Wf. This is in agreement with the mat
ematical form of the slip-flow boundary conditions at
walls fEq. s1dg, which reduce to the no-slip boundary con
tions for small Kn.

The effect of the introduction of viscous slip and ther
jump boundary conditions onK at low pressure is very sma
This is due to a particular feature of any properly desig
Gaede pump, in which the leak through the radial sea

FIG. 8. Slip-flow model compared with no-slip model and experime
data: sad compression ratio vs outlet pressure;sbd friction power vs outle
pressure.
sthe leak through the radial sealing is the algebraic sum o
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the leak from the high pressure outlet chamber into the c
nel and the one from the channel into the low pressure
chamberd, is small with respect to the “pumping lea
through the strippersthe “pumping leak” is the one direct
dragged by the disk motion through the stripper from
outlet into the inlet of the Gaede channeld. As a consequenc
the limiting factor of K is the pumping leak throughp
crossing the stripper.6 This pumping leak, for a well design
strippersnot too short in tangential direction, otherwise
pressure difference across the stripper gives an extra
negligible Poiseuille contribution to the leakaged, is of Cou-
ette flow type. One-dimensional solution of Couette flow
tween a stationary and a moving plate, with slip boun
conditions, shows that Couette flow’s throughput is no
fected by slip boundary conditions. In fact, in spite of
variation of the velocity profile, the average speed is
equal to half the velocity of the plate at any Knudsen num
ssee Appendix Bd. There is no reason why this behav
should be different in our three-dimensional model, bec
the flow in the stripper is close to one-dimensional, thank
the very small gap-to-angular length ratio.

Slip-flow computedWf vanishes at very low pressu
where the gas is getting extremely rarefied, as shown b
data. Wf is given by the friction torque times the angu
rotational speedv: W=T·v. The friction torque is the inte
gral of the q component of the shear stress acting on
wall, twall,q, times the radiusr, on the surface of the rotor

T = T
Rotor surface

utwall,qurdA. s8d

Most of the rotor surface has a normal pointing in thz
direction, so thattwall,q=mus]uq /]zduwall. A similar expres
sion can be written for the cylindrical surfaces, involving
velocity derivative]uq /]r.

The no-slip model does not reproduce the dramatic re
tion of Wf occurring in the transition to molecular flow, b
rather seems to reach an asymptotic valuesabout 60 Wd at
low pressure. Actually the no-slip model cannot reprod
this effect reducing the pressure because the no-slip b
ary conditions at the walls correspond to a nonvanis
asymptotic value for the velocity gradient, and the gas
cosity is a constant. The slip-flow model, on the other h
is able to reproduce the decrease of power with pres
showing a very good agreement with the data, thanks t
fact that the velocity gradient is a decreasing function of
This is shown, for example, by the solution of the o
dimensional Couette model with viscous slip boundary
ditions ssee Appendix Bd, and can also be shown quali
tively by the analytic form of the boundary conditionfEq.
s6adg: If l→` si.e., Kn→`d, it is necessary that]ut,gas/]n
→0 in order to keep a finite differenceut,gas−ut,wall.

One interesting result of the model, relevant for de
purposes, is the share ofWf between channel, strippersseal-
ing gap withr .Rind and radial sealingsr ,Rind regionsssee
Figs. 1 and 2d. Figure 9 shows these contributions toWf for

fvarying pout splotted here on a linear scale, in order to em-
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phasize the behavior at high pressured. We can see that mo
power is dissipated in the channel and in the radial se
region. These two parts of the pump contribute to dissi
mechanical power, with a share of about 50% at low p
sure, but with an increasing channel contribution at h
pressure. The stripper contribution is small, owing to
small surface area, and saturates to a constant value
early. Also the radial sealing contribution, like the strip
one, reaches an asymptotic value at high pressure, c
sponding to laminar Couette flow in the gap; its variatio
low pressure is due to thestransitiond effect of the slip-flow
boundary conditions. The channel contribution, which,
the radial sealing, exhibits the transition behavior at
pressure, maintains a positive slope even in viscous
conditionssp.10 mbar,Kn,10−2,Reh.800d.

This positive slope is found in the measured data an
maintained almost constant even at pressures higher
those presented in this worksup to 100 mbard. Cerrutiet al.
already noticed this behavior at high pressure,5 but their one
dimensional model was not able to reproduce it, reachin
the contrary, an asymptotic value. They attributed this
agreement to the possible onset of the instability of lam
flow slike Taylor vorticesd or possibly turbulence.

Here we analyze the velocity profiles, in order to jus
that positive slope, in the framework of the present NS la
nar model. In Figs. 10, 11, 12 the contours of constant
gential velocity componentuqsr ,z,q=contsd, are drawn on
the restriction of section 1 to the channelssee Fig. 1 fo
referenced, for pout=1, 10, 25 mbar, respectively. The clos
islands on the contour plots represent the negative valu
uq sPoiseuille backflowd. These results are in qualitati
agreement with the numerical results for shrouded ro
stator systems by Randiamampianinaet al.,8 although the
comparison is not exactly possible, since our problem

FIG. 9. Slip-flow model computed contributions to the friction power fr
different parts of the pump.
compressible and three-dimensional, with a tangentialsalong
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qd pressure gradient in the channel, while their problem
incompressible, two-dimensional, pure Couette flow. Bes
the shape of our channel is different from theirs.

Figure 10 refers to a situation characterized byf

<103: it shows theuq velocity contour pattern dominated
diffusive effects, with backflow regions close to the corn
of the channel. Increasing the pressure, the flow pa
changes, owing to an increasing effects of radial convec
The centrifugal forces create a recirculating flow field in
channel: the gas flows radially outward close to the disc
face, and radially inward close to the stator wallsssee Fig
13, referred topout=25 mbard. This radial velocity can be a
high as 45 m/s forpout=25 mbarsabout 13% of the max
mum disc speedd, and transports by convectionuq. The resul
is the modification of the contour pattern foruq: the two
backflow islands at the outer cornersshigh rd disappear, re
placed by a small island at the tip of the disc. The contou
constantuq are stretched in radial direction close to the
surface and the velocity gradient]uq /]z at the disc surface

FIG. 10. Slip-flow model computed contours of constantuqsr ,z,u=constd
on section 1,pout=1 mbar.

FIG. 11. Slip-flow model computed contours of constantuqsr ,z,u=constd
on section 1,pout=10 mbar.

FIG. 12. Slip-flow model computed contours of constantuqsr ,z,u=constd

on section 1,pout=25 mbar.
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increases. Forpout=25 mbar sRef<4.4·104d, two separat
boundary layerssone at the stator, one at the rotord seem to
be going to develop at highr.

The increase of]uq /]z with the pressure justifies the i
crease of the channel contribution toWf with pout, in the
framework of our laminar NS model.

The issue of laminar stability of the flow at high press
related to the oscillation detected forpout.25 mbar, is stil
open, as this work does not answer the question of
actually happens in the Gaede pump in that limit. Howe
the extension of the simulation at even higher pressure
considered here is not very interesting from the design p
of view, because the pump would not work efficiently
pressures much larger than that corresponding to the kn
the K vs pout characteristicsfabout 10 mbar in this case, s
Fig. 8sadg, where K drops dramatically. Sometimes t
pumps are misused in the application, so that the intere
the possible unstable or turbulent flow in Gaede pumps i
only theoretical but even practical. This issue will poss
be the subject of a future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

A transition model of the Gaede pump based on lam
NS equations with viscous slip and thermal jump boun
conditions was developed. It was solved in a pressure r
covering three decades of Knudsen number, from vis
laminar sKn<10−3d to transition to molecular flow cond
tions sKn<1d, and covering the whole design operat
pressure range of an experimental pump.

The validation against experimental data was carried
in terms of two engineering global quantities, compres
ratio and friction power, showing a very good level of ac
racy in the whole pressure range. The residual maxim
error of about110% for compression ratio and about68%
for power sdue to the uncertainty on the momentum acc
modation coefficientd is small enough for design purpos
for which 10% precision is considered acceptable.

The model has a predictive nature, since the only pa
eters to be set are the properties of the gas and the mo
tum accommodation coefficient. Although the value of
latter is not known with precision, the variation on engin
ing parameters introduced by its maximum uncertaint

FIG. 13. Slip-flow model computed velocity vectors projected on sectio
pout=25 mbar.
comparable with the uncertainty on the measured data
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Hence the model can be used as a design tool to predi
performances and power dissipation of any geometri
different, possibly new, Gaede pump.

Instabilities and possibly turbulence effects can affec
behavior of the model at very high pressure, but this i
has not been developed here and could be the subje
future work, in case there is a demand from the designe
that direction.

The closer next step in the study of molecular drag pu
is going to consider heat exchange phenomena, in ord
predict the rotor temperature in transition conditions, w
is a critical design parameter in modern hybrid turbomol
lar pumps.
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APPENDIX A: SENSITIVITY TO THE
ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENTS

Since we did not know the exact value of the accom
dation coefficients that, inserted in the Fluent built-in form
lation fEq. s7dg, reproduce the correct values ofsP and§T for
nitrogen molecules on aluminum contaminated surfaces
checked the sensitivity of the model to the variation ofat and
an. We considered an uncertainty interval for bothat andan

equal tos0.8, 1d, including the maximum uncertainty interv
found in the literature for nitrogen gas. We chose the
pout=1 mbar, corresponding to a Knudsen number
<10−1, and we checked the relative variation ofK andWf,
after a variation ofat andan of about610% with respect t
a reference caseat=an=0.91.

The results of this sensitivity study are listed in Table
In the first part of the Table we keptan constan
s=0.91d and variedat, between 0.8 and 1. The sensitivity
K is negligiblesless than 0.5%d. The sensitivity ofWf is on
the contrary remarkable: about28% for at=0.8 and abou
6% for at=1. In the second part of Table III we keptat

constants=0.91d and variedan, between 0.8 and 1. The se
sitivity of both K andWf are less than 0.1%.

Since the precision required for the design of a pum
about 10%, we may conclude that, for design purposes
only important parameter in our present case is the tang
momentum accommodation coefficientat. Besides onlyWf

is remarkably affected by the variation of this parameter
a non-negligible sensitivity. If we consider that the accu
in the indirect measurement ofWf is about65%, the uncer
tainty of the accommodation coefficient has, however, on
small effect for design purposes.

APPENDIX B: ONE-DIMENSIONAL COUETTE
FLOW WITH SLIP-FLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

We consider here the one-dimensionals1Dd Couette flow
problem,15 solving it with viscous-slip boundary condition
in order to show some of its features, relevant for the in

.pretation of the results of the three-dimensionals3Dd work.
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We consider two infinite parallel plates, a stationary an
moving one, and we want to calculate they profile sin the
direction transverse to the platesd of the x-componentsalong
the platesd of the gas velocity,usyd. Let h be the distance o
the moving plate from the stationary onesplaced aty=0d and
V its velocity, directed along thex-axis. Since there are n
pressure gradients, the NS equations with viscous
boundary conditions reduce to:

5
m

d2u

dy2 = 0,

us0d = sPlUdu

dy
U

y=0
,

ushd − V = − sPlUdu

dy
U

y=h
.

sB1d

The solution of the problem is

usyd = A + By, with A =
sPKn

1 + 2sPKn
V, and sB2d

B =
1

1 + 2sPKn

V

h
. sB2d

The solution shows a linear velocity profile, with slopeB,
decreasing with increasing Knudsen numbersKn=l /hd.

Let us consider two interesting properties of this pro
The average velocity of the Couette flow is given byu
=1/he0

husyddy=V/2. It is independent of the Knudsen nu
ber.

The shear stress of the Couette flow is given by:txy

=msdu/dyd=fm / s1+2sPKndgsV/hd. It is independent ofy; it
shows a dependence on Kn, andtxy→0 for Kn→`.

In the framework of the NS formulation with slip boun
ary conditions, we can conclude that one-dimensional C
ette flow throughput does not change in the viscou

molecular transition, while the shear stress is remarkably

J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 23, No. 2, Mar/Apr 2005
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affected by the Knudsen number in the transitional reg
Boulon et al.,16 carried out a DSMCsdirect simulation
Monte Carlod simulation of Couette flow between two par
lel plates, in transition flow regime, for 10−2,Kn,102.
They showed a linear velocity profile with the slip at
walls, matching the present 1D analysis, in molecular
regime. Their results strangely move away from NS
proaching the viscous regime, for Kn→10−2, producing a
nonlinear velocity profile and a Couette pumping speedsor
throughputd with a maximum in the transition regime. T
difference showed by DSMC simulation, between Cou
throughput in molecular and in viscous regime, is sm
sabout 15% for 250 m/s wall velocityd, and does not com
promise our justification of the fact thatK is scarcely af
fected by slip flow boundary conditions.
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